
The ancient biblical concept of time differs markedly from how we today perceive it.
And despite what the modern materialist mind would think, that we are so much
smarter than the ancients, to the contrary, our misunderstanding of that biblical
concept of time is our loss and the gain of the ancients. We need to recover a biblical
sense of time if we are to assume our proper mantle as God’s cosmological agents.

We moderns largely think of time as a
cosmological constant. Time began oh so
long ago, and since then time has marched on
with clockwork regularity up to our moment,
just as it will continue to march on with
clockwork regularity to the end of time at
some very distant point in the future. We are
but the tiniest blip on that unconscious,
uncaring, uninvolved, unregulated timeline,
according to our modern consciousness.

The ancients, including those who received, wrote, assembled, and conveyed the
scriptures, thought quite differently of time. To the ancients, time was no abstract
cosmological constant. Time is instead a counterweight to space, capable of
transforming the hierarchical order and relative certainty of space into a fluid,
uncertain, and cyclical dynamic. Space is up and down, God’s cosmic mountain, while
time goes around, undermining and flooding the mountain. Space is energizing
stability and security, while time is exhausting flux including birth, life, death, and
regeneration. Space is light and truth, while time brings the confusion of darkness. But
time also brings rest. And time welcomes all including the outsider.

In this ancient view, a Christian wouldn’t so much manage, save, or spend time. Those
conceptions are the foolishness of the modern. We may order our spaces and choose
wisely our actions, but we don’t control time. Instead, we leave within our sacred
spaces just enough room for time to work its regenerative confusion into God’s
exquisitely balanced order. Time only knows what mystery tomorrow will bring, but
time, like God’s sacred space, remains God’s agent. In the meantime, as we await time,
we thank God for the sacred space he has given us on his holy mountain.


